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Black ops 2 weapons unlock levels

Black Ops 2 II - Weapons ListHere you will find all the call of duty: Black Ops 2 multiplayer weapons for Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Wii You and PC versions. Unlike previous Call of Duty games, the new Create-A-Class system allows you to choose a weapon loadout at will – you can also opt out and use only combat knives, which gives you
more room for facilities and equipment. Each major weapon in BO2 can carry 2 attachments, but the limit can be increased to 3 with Wildcards. Secondary weapons can only carry 1 attachment, but as with the main weapon, the number can be increased with wildcards. You can bring one Deadly and Tactical equipment, but there are slots
for extras. Most weapons in black operation 3 can be equipped with additional attachments with BO3 Wildcards.Each weapon in the game has its own level and gain experience when used – weapons can also obtain individual Prestige levels. You have to gain experience with each gun to unlock new attachments, vision reticles, and
camouflage. If you decide to Prestige, the weapon will not be reset and you will be able to continue where you left off after you unlock it again. Secondary BO2 WeaponsEquipmentLethalTacticalAttachments Edit Share Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3[edit | edit source] Weapon Level is a feature introduced in Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
3. Each weapon has its own ranking and to unlock the Camouflages, Attachments, Proficiencies and Challenges available, players must rank the weapons by using them in battle. When the weapon is leveled, additional customization options are opened, such as a reticle of the attached scene, excluding Hybrid Sight, HAMR Scope, and
Thermal Scope. Max leveling the main weapon will unlock Gold Camouflage for the weapon, although the final level requires much more experience than the previous level. The final level is 31 for the main weapon, while for secondary weapons it's 10. Not all weapons require the same number of levels to get camouflage, attachments,
and the like. Launcher levels are implemented to add longevity to weapons, as there are no attachments or camouflage for them. To earn the title of weapon for the main weapon, the player must open the last attachment, even if not level 31. The sequence and level with which items are unlocked for the main weapon remain similar in all
types of weapons: Weapon Level Assault Rifles SMGs Light Machine Guns Sniper Rifles Shotguns 2 Red Dot Sight Red Dot Sight ACOG Scope Foregrip 3 Camouflage Classic Camouflage Classic Camouflage Classic Camouflage Classic Camouflage Classic Camouflage 4 Kick Prowess Kick Prowess Kick Prowess Kick Prowess Kick
Prowess 5 Silencer, Snow Kamuflage Silencer Silencer, Snow Kamuflage Silencer Silencer 6 Multicam Camouflage Snow Camouflage Multicam Camouflage Snow Camouflage Snow Camouflage Snow Kamuflage Snow Kamuflage Snow Kamuflage Kamuflage Kamuflage Target Dot Reticle Multicam Camouflage Target Dot Reticle N/A
Multicam Camouflage 8 Grenade Launcher, Digital Camouflage Digital Camouflage Grip, Digital Camouflage Multicam Camouflage N/A 9 Range Proficiency Impact Proficiency Proficiency Impact Proficiency N/A Focus Proficiency 10 Hex Camouflage Hex Camouflage Hex Camouflage Impact Digital Camouflage Prowess 11 ACOG
Scope Delta Reticle Rapid Fire ACOG Scope Delta Reticle Digital Camo Hex Camo 12 Attachment Proficiency, Rapid Fire Attachment Proficiency N/A Red Dot Sight 13 Choco Camouflage N/A Choco Camouflage Sensor Heart Rate Choco Camouflage 14 Choco Camouflage Rapid Fire Attachment Heart Rate Sensor Proficiency
Proficiency 15 U-Dot Reticle Focus Proficiency U-Dot Reticle Extended Mags N/A 16 Focus Proficiency ACOG Scope Focus Proficiency Hex Camouflage N/A 17 Holograph View N /A N/A N/A Holographic View 18 Snake Camouflage Snake Camouflage Snake Camouflage Focus Prowess Snake Camouflage 19 Mil-Dot Reticle
Holographic View Mil-Dot Reticle Thermal Scope Thermal Melee Prowess 20 Shotgun N/A Sensor Heart Rate Choco Camouflage N/A 21 N/A Speed Proficiency Close Range N/A Blue Camouflage 22 Hamr Breath Prowess Variable Scope Holographic Vision Zoom N/A 23 Hybrid Sight N/A Blue Camouflage Snake Camouflage Range
Proficiency 24 Blue Camouflage Extended Mags Omega Reticle Speed Prowess N/A 25 Omega Reticle Blue Kamuflage Extended Mags Blue Camouflage N/A 26 Extended Mags Thermal Scope Camouflage Red Camouflage Red Extended Mags27 Red Camouflage Red Camouflage Thermal Scope N/A Red Camouflage 28 Stability
Proficiency Stability Proficiency Stability Proficiency Stability Proficiency Breakdown Proficiency 29 Thermal Scope, Camouflage Autumn Camouflage Autumn Camouflage Autumn Camouflage Autumn Camouflage Kamu Fall CamouflageFlase 30 Lambda reticle N/A Lambda reticle N/A N/A 31 Gold Camouflage Gold Camouflage Gold
Camouflage Gold Camouflage Required XP[edit | edit source] Each main weapon requires a certain amount of XP to reach level 31. Each secondary has the number of XP weapons needed to reach level 10. Reaching the final level for weapons (31 for primary, 10 for secondary) requires more XP than the previous level. Call of Duty:
Black Ops II[edit | edit source] Weapon level is back in Call of Duty: Black Ops II. Improving the player's weapons allows them to unlock attachments to weapons, the order varies between the two weapons, even in the same category. Camouflage is now opened through challenges, such as getting a certain number of headshots. The
order and number of attachments that can be opened varies between weapons. If someone manages to upgrade enough weapons to unlock all attachments, the player can mestise the gun and unlock new features for it, such as placing clan of players on weapons. Prestiging Guns and then leveling up the weapon completely a third time
will reward the player with an exclusive Calling Card for the weapon. Call of Duty Online[edit | edit source] Weapon levels also appear in Call of Duty Online. Improving weapons allows attachments to be found by Game Points for players. Attachments can be purchased by CoD Points at any time without being limited by weapon level. The
final level is 31 for the main weapon, while it's 20 for secondary weapons. If the main weapon reaches level 31, Hex Camouflage will unlock it for this weapon. Call of Duty: Black Ops III[edit | edit source] The weapon level works similarly to before, opening new attachments with each weapon level. Weapons are leveled through use, such
as getting killed or helped. Each weapon has its own progress bar which can be seen in Create-A-Class. Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare[edit | edit source] Weapon level is back in Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare. Like previous games, increasing the level of the player's weapons allows them to unlock attachments to weapons, the order varies
between the two weapons, even in the same category. Camouflage is reopened through challenges, such as getting a certain number of headshots. The order and number of attachments that can be opened varies between weapons. If someone manages to upgrade enough weapons to unlock all attachments, the player can mustse the
gun and unlock three exclusive accessories for it. From January 27, 2017 to February 3, 2017, Double Weapon XP was awarded. Reference[edit | edit source] Gameplay mechanics Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Call of Duty revealed that a classic nuketown map will come to Black Ops Cold
War on November 24. Nuketown has been in every iteration of the Black Ops franchise and the Cold War will be no different. It will feature a new version of Nuketown called Nuketown '84. We're looking at how classic maps have evolved over the years. Call of Duty: Black Ops (2010) Nuketown Where it began. This little map was started
as a project by level designer Adam Hoggatt. It wasn't meant to be in full game but after playtests, it quickly became a favorite among developers. Inspired by the 2008 indiana jones and the crystal skull films, the map was designed to be a nuclear testing facility modeled after suburban America in the 1950s. Nuketown is a small map,
capitalizing on the popularity of Shipping in CoD 4: Modern Warfare (2007) and Rust in Modern Warfare 2 (2009). With a yellow school bus in the middle and a picket-fenced park, it instantly became one of cod's most memorable maps. Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 (2012) Nuketown 2025 Nuketown returns in the next installment of the Black
franchise With the exact same layout, this latest version brings Nuketown into the 21st century. Nuketown 2025 comes as bonus with Black Ops 2 but can also be purchased as a DLC. This version of Nuketown swapped the classic 1950s look for a retro 60s blend with the futuristic aesthetic of Black Ops 2. Read More: PlayStation Black
Ops Cold War advantages including loadout slots This latest version fixes spawn issues from the original Nuketown, leading many to believe this to be the best iteration. Nuketown Zombies Nuketown is also included in Zombies Black Ops 2 mode. It's basically an original Nuketown map designed for Zombies. This version of Nuketown is
the result of a nuclear bomb exploding at the end of each round of Nuketown. In this version, the map has been damaged by nuclear bombs and smoke and ash wipe out the sun. Zombies lay eggs in all the usual ways but Pack-A-Punch and Perk-A-Cola machines lay eggs after killing a certain number of zombies. Call of Duty: Black Ops
Declassified (2012) Nukehouse This is the most unknown version of Nuketown. Activision released a stripped-back version of Black Ops for PS Vita called Black Ops Declassified. A single player occurs between the original Black Ops and Black Ops 2 and also includes multiplayer. A smaller version of Nuketown featuring only yellow
houses and trucks on the road is included. The map is very small with players often laying eggs right next to each other. Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 (2015) Nuk3town Black Ops 3 recreates Nuketown in a science fiction style. With bright colors, futuristic cars, and digital confetti riding from the bus, this is a Nuketown that looks very different.
The map layout remains the same, however. Read more: Verdansk Map will remain in Warzone after Black Ops Cold War is launched This map is not available for Xbox 360 or Playstation 3 as the game was released during the transition between console generations. Despite the aesthetic changes, this version also had high walls to take
advantage of the 'wall-running' that was part of the Call of Duty movement system at the time. There are also Easter Eggs included in Nuk3town such as shooting mannequins in a specific order that will start a zombie-esque outbreak. Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 (2018) Nuketown 2018 Nuketown 2018 received mixed reviews. This version
takes on a Soviet aesthetic, set in winter with a muted color palette. Although less of a change compared to Nuk3town, players are overwhelmed by the map design. The ability of specialists like Grapple Gun drastically changes the flow of the map. Players feel that Nuketown 2018 is playing too differently to the original. The preferred
addition is the RC-XD tunnel system, where long-range cars can be driven under a map past missile silos, and out from the other side. Black Ops 4 battle royale mode on Nuketown Island (Blackout) Black Ops 4 features many classic Black Ops maps. included in the map location called Nuketown Island. Read more: Black Ops Cold War
to showcase Nuketown Island's Season Challenges covers the entire city where Nuketown was part of it, taking heavy inspiration from classic Nuketown maps as well as Nuketown Zombies. The area is heavily damaged similar to the one in Nuketown Zombies and contains the original cul-de-sac from Nuketown. New to Nuketown, the
area has a nuclear bunker and a tunnel system underneath that players can access. Call of Duty Mobile (2019) Call of Duty Mobile contains classic maps from the Black Ops franchise and Modern Warfare and Nuketown. This brings it back to the original Nuketown map we had in Call of Duty Black Ops. Although played on mobile
devices, this map plays a lot of the same things as it did in the first Black Ops. With Nuketown back in Black Ops Cold War, expect it to have a 1980s theme. Theme.
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